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This research aims to explain the meaning of the word egui, describe the situations or circumstances in which it is 
used, and categorize it into meanings and functional types while explaining the contexts of its usage. The research 
method employed is a qualitative descriptive research technique involving recording and note-taking, with the 
data source being audio-visual media in the form of 65 videos from the Snow Man YouTube channel. Data 
analysis involves collecting instances of the word egui from the data source, then analyzing the meaning of egui 
based on situations or contexts, its usage, meaning categories, and functional types.The research results reveal that 
the word egui has a genuine negative meaning and an expanded positive meaning within the context of 
wakamono kotoba. The most commonly found positive meanings include praise, such as amazing, great, or 
extraordinary; the condition such as significant, great, or influential; an expression of admiration, such as cool or 
wonderful; and a sense of joy. On the other hand, negative meanings are also present, such as when facing 
difficulties, being troublesome, experiencing hardship, or being in a chaotic situation; or when feeling threatened, 
in danger, worried, or in a difficult situation. Additionally, there are instances of egui where the meaning can be 
seen from both positive and negative perspectives, which can be translated into Indonesian as terkejut, kaget, or 
terperanjat (surprised); as an adjective modifier; or as an honorific term. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Edgar H. Sturtevant (1947), in the book 
Introduction to Linguistics by Sumon Ariyapitipun 
(2007), said that language is a system of vocal 
symbols that change from the interactions and 
agreements of a social group so that it can give rise 
to variations in language. This phenomenon of 
language variation is included in sociolinguistics. 
Namely, the science of language, which studies from 
the perspective of a group of people who regulate a 
set of norms, rules, and expectations in language use, 
is also called a language community (Yule, 1996; 
Ariyapitipun, 2007). 

Several factors determine whether a person 
speaks, giving rise to language variations, such as 
age, gender, occupation, education, and situation 
(Ariyapitipun, 2007). In the age factor, we all realize 
that older people speak differently from young 
people, and this proves that there is a linguistic 
generation gap; there are three types of language 
variations according to age, namely children's 
language, teenagers' language, and parents' language 
(Putri & Santoso, 2016 ). Children and teenagers use 
simple language and slang (Ariyapitipun, 2007). 
According to Tanaka (1996), there are generally 
three styles in society: formal or polite language, 
everyday language, and slang. The difference in style 
is what a person uses when speaking, and society is 
already very adept at matching style to social 
circumstances (Stockwell, 2002). In Japanese, the 
language used by young people is called wakamono 
kotoba. 

With the development of the times and young 
people who are pioneers, they continue to create new 
and popular terms called wakamono kotoba (Tanaka 
in Putri & Santoso, 2016). The meaning of young 
people who are pioneers here are men and women 
from junior high school to those in their 20s. They 
use wakomono kotoba within their circle of friends 
(Horio, 2015). According to Barker (2000), the 
characteristics of young people, such as liking things 
that are problematic and liking things that are only 
done for fun, so this is following the characteristics 
of wakamono kotoba where the new vocabulary and 
use of wakamono kotoba makes grammatical 
deviations and playing around from norms (Horio, 
2015 & Seraku, 2019). Wakamono kotoba will 
continue to follow developments with the times to 
increase its vocabulary (Horio, 2015). Examples of 

wakamono kotoba (Numan, 2021) are pien, which 
means sad, gyaru pi is an abbreviation of gyaru piisu, 
which means posing for a peaceful photo or fingers 
forming the letter V but upside down following a gal. 

こわい (pronounced kowai) means afraid, and so on. 

Apart from the examples mentioned above, there is 
another example of wakamono kotoba, namely 
yabai. 

Rizky (2014) explains that the word yabai was 
originally used when facing a dangerous or 
unfavorable situation to the speaker because it 
violated the law or norms, so the actual meaning of 
the word yabai tends to be negative. However, 
nowadays, it has changed to be used in everyday life, 
and because it is widely used by young people in 
Japan, it is included in wakamono kotoba. 

Pujiono & Handayani (2022) explained the 
meaning and expression of the use of the word yabai, 
with the results of their research showing that there 
were two changes in the semantic form of the 
meaning of the word yabai based on data, namely 
generalizations such as anxiety, a scary face, tired, 
uncomfortable, afraid, troubled, bad and spicy 
condition. As well as amelioration, such as disbelief 
and being touched. 

Prawira's study (2017) also shows that the 
expansion of the meaning of the word yabai tends to 
occur due to the elevation of the meaning so that the 
actual meaning, which tends towards the negative, is 
still used with a positive meaning which is an 
expansion of the meaning of the word yabai. The 
actual meaning of the word yabai, which has a 
negative tendency, such as severe or dangerous, has 
expanded its meaning with a positive meaning, such 
as good, extraordinary, or cool. 

Sano (2005) mentioned that the word yabai, 
which has a negative meaning, increases with a 
positive meaning. The research results also show that 
the positive meaning of the word yabai increases due 
to semantic changes. In addition, the true meaning 
of the word yabai slowly disappeared, and the word 
yabai changed to the level of an adjective. Even 
though the word yabai has a positive or negative 
meaning depending on the context of the sentence, 
the positive meaning of the word yabai tends to 
change the actual meaning and the level at which it 
is often used. 

Apart from the word yabai, there is the word 
egui, which has a similar expanded meaning to the 
word yabai. According to the third edition of the Big 
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Japanese Dictionary in Oba (2020), the word egui 

has the actual meaning: ① Aku ga tsuyokute nodo 

wo ira ira to shigeki suru you na aji ya kanji ga shite 

iru, egarappoi; ② Ki ga tsuyoi; ③ Omoiyari ga nai, 

reikoku da means ① Feeling a strong, piercing taste 

or sensation in the throat, sharp; ② Strong-willed; ③ 

Does not think about other people's feelings, is cruel. 
From the explanation of this meaning, we can 
understand that the actual meaning of the word egui 
is that it has a negative tendency. However, 
according to Oba (2020), the word egui has 
experienced an expansion of its meaning in a positive 
direction by young people in Japan who have 
become wakamono kotoba, which means 'great' or 
'cool' and is close to expanding the meaning of the 
word yabai. 

Sakuma (2019) surveyed Japanese students 
with the survey results showing that 93% of students 
in Japan often use the word egui in their daily lives 
since they entered high school and first encountered 
the word egui on social media X. These students used 
The word egui, for example, is used to express when 
playing tennis and the opponent cannot return a 
blow or when eating very delicious food. Apart from 
that, Sakuma (2019) also found the word egui in the 
dialect dictionary in Japan, namely in the Kansai and 
Kumamoto dialects, where the word egui has the 
meaning hidoi or mugoi or shinratsu or kitanai, 
meaning sharp or terrible or dirty. 

Oba (2020) also states that the word egui, 
often used in everyday conversation, is the same as 
yabai. Then, the word yabai, which has positive and 
negative meanings, in Oba's (2020) research also 
divided the meaning of egui into positive 
(kouteiteki/plus) and negative (hiteidek/minus) 
meanings. From research data examples, Oba (2020) 
explains that the positive meaning of the word egui 
is used in situations such as expressions towards 
adorable/cool idols or delicious food. So according 
to Oba (2020), the positive meaning of the word egui 
has a meaning that is close to the word sugoi, namely 
great, unique, or extraordinary. Meanwhile, the 
negative meaning of the word egui is used in 
emergencies that exceed the level of the word yabai, 
such as having difficulty recognizing fraudulent 
emails or a fire on a large mountain. So, according to 
Oba (2020), the negative meaning of the word egui is 
used in situations that are complicated or not quickly 
resolved beyond the level of the word yabai. 

Then Oba (2020) also groups the word egui 
into four functions, namely the predicate function 
(jutsugodek youhou), the modifier/adverb function 
(shuushokugodek youhou), the function of a stand-
alone word (interjection) (dokuritsugo (kandoushi) 
youhou) and other functions. The predicate function 
is used when the word egui has a meaning that can 
be seen positively and negatively, such as when 
surprised to see cheap souvenir prices, a high level of 
affection or disgust with crowds. From this predicate 
function, it can be understood that the word egui, 
which has a negative tendency, is used beyond its 
true meaning. Then, in the modifier function 
(adverb), the word egui means hadahadashii, which 
means more, very, or intense. This function is also 
the same as the previous function, namely that it can 
be used with a positive or negative meaning, and the 
word egui has a very intense impression of the word 
yabai. Then, positive and negative meanings are also 
used in the function of words that stand alone 
(interjections). Research data from Oba (2020) shows 
that the word egui is most often used to emphasize 
feelings of being very happy or something charming. 
Apart from that, it is also used when a disaster or 
severe event occurs. 

As previously mentioned, the meaning of the 
word egui tends towards the negative. However, in 
the research by Oba (2020) on other functions, it was 
found that after the word egui, words were added 
that functioned to look cool, create addiction or 
express happiness. Apart from that, there are also 
many positive meanings, such as very beautiful. So, 
according to Oba (2020), even though the word egui 
currently has a meaning opposite to its true meaning, 
it all depends on the speaker's skill in expressing it. 

Hidayat & Kusrini's (2021) analyzed the word 
egui from the meaning expansion category. The 
research data found that the actual meaning of the 
words egu or egui had a harsh or evil meaning and 
then expanded in meaning to become cool or 
surprising. The research results by Angelina and 
Novella (2022) found that the word egui has 
expanded its meaning and can be used in various 
situations. For example, if the word egui is combined 
with the word ryou (quantity), then the word egui 
has the meaning of a large amount. Then, if the word 
egui is combined with the word bijyu (visual), the 
word egui means great or cool. A word that initially 
only had one meaning is now also used with various 
other meanings in expanding meaning. However, 
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Angelina & Novella's (2022) research focuses on the 
sound changes caused by wakamono kotoba and 
letters forming after sound changes in wakamono 
kotoba. In contrast, this research focuses directly on 
the meaning of the word egui in the data source. 

Apart from that, the word egui is included in 
the wakamono kotoba, which, as time goes by, will 
continue to develop as if it has a new meaning so that 
it experiences an expansion of meaning like the 
previous word yabai (Horio, 2015). Based on this 
description, the author intends to explain the 
meaning of the word egui used by teenagers from 
data sources in the form of YouTube videos, group 
them into categories of meaning and type of 
function, and explain the situation or circumstances 
in which the word egui is used. 

 
The problems in this research are as follows: 

1. What does the word egui mean in the data source? 
2. What is the situation or circumstances in which 

the word egui is used in the data source? 
3. What is the trend towards the meaning of the data 

source? 
 

METHOD 

In this research, we use descriptive qualitative 
research methods. Qualitative research is research 
conducted to describe and explain a phenomenon 
that is occurring currently using scientific procedures 
to answer actual problems (Sutedi, 2011). The 
research technique used is a recording and note-
taking technique, namely a data collection technique 
by recording language use and recording the results 
of listening to the data on a data card (Kesuma, 
2007). So, in this research, the author will explain the 
meaning, situation, or use of the word egui and the 
categories of meaning and function contained in the 
YouTube video data source. 

The data analysis step is to collect data on the 
word egui from data sources and analyze the 
meaning of the word egui in terms of the situation or 
circumstances, its use, category of meaning, and type 
of function. The discussion of grouping the meaning 
and function of the word egui into positive and 
negative meanings will use theory from Oba (2020) 
and look for the Indonesian meaning that is 
equivalent to the meaning of the egui through an 
online dictionary. The author conducted this 
research from December 2022 to October 2023. 

For data sources, we use videos from audio-
visual media, namely YouTube with the Snow Man 
channel, totaling 65 videos uploaded in 2021 and 
2022 with an average duration of 15-20 minutes. The 
data in this study was collected from October 2022 to 
2023. We chose this data source because young 
people in Japan acted in the videos and often used 
wakamono kotoba. Apart from that, on the internet 
media YouTube, these videos are popular with 2.87 
million subscribers (accessed October 2023). 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Based on data sources totaling 65 videos, the 
following explains the meaning of the word egui 
based on the situation or conditions in which the 
word is used and the category and function of the 
meaning. 
 
Data 1: 
Love Me Do：演技や歌の評価が、今まで以上に

評価されるでしょう 

佐久間：すごい 

向井：よりね、より  

渡辺：エグいじゃん 
 
Love Me Do: Engi ya uta no hyouka ga, ima made ijou ni 
hyouka sareru deshou 
Sakuma: Sugoi 
Mukai: Yori ne, yori 
Watanabe: Egui jyan 
 
“Love Me Do: For acting and singing skills will get 
more praise than now 
Sakuma: Great 
Mukai: More yes, more 
Watanabe: Awesome huh” 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “2022 no 
uranai!” Unsei ranking happyou!!, minute 11:28) 
 
Analysis: ‘Love Me Do’ is a fortune teller revealing 
the results of his predictions to a member of a 
Japanese idol group called Snow Man. The results of 
the prediction show a good sign. Another group 
member, Watanabe (the speaker), praises his friend 
using the word egui. So, the meaning of the word egui 
in this data shows meaning that is different from the 
actual meaning of the word egui, and shows an 
expansion of the meaning, which includes a positive 
meaning in the form of praise and can be interpreted 
in Indonesian as amazing, great or extraordinary. 
This follows Oba's (2020) theory, which states that 
the use of the positive meaning of the word egui has 
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a meaning that is almost similar to the word sugoi 
with the function of a stand-alone word 
(interjection). 
 
Data 2: 
深澤：阿部ちゃんは分かるの？ 

阿部：わかる 

深澤：あ、わかるんだ  

阿部：これ俺大学で習った  

向井：ほんまに知ってる？  

阿部：Google、Apple、Facebook、Amazon、こ

の四社のね 

渡辺：えぐい4つだね 
 
Fukazawa: Abe chan wa wakaru no? 
Abe: Wakaru 
Fukazawa: A, wakarunda 
Abe: Kore, ore daigaku de naratta 
Mukai: Honma ni shitteru? 
Abe: Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, kono yonsha no 
ne 
Watanabe: Egui yotsu da ne 
 
“Fukazawa: Abe chan knows? 
Abe: I know 
Fukazawa: Oh, I did 
Abe: I learned about this in college 
Mukai: That's right, you know? 
Abe: There's Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, 
these four companies 
Watanabe: Four big companies huh” 
(Youtube video entitled Snow Man “Google 
nyuusha!?” GAFA no nyuusha shiken de Shoppii no 
Kakusei, minute 00:39) 

 
Analysis: Abe mentioned four companies, such as 
Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon, that he 
studied while studying. Watanabe (speaker) 
provided comments on the four companies 
mentioned by Abe. In this second data, Watanabe 
provides a complimentary comment so that it can be 
included in the positive meaning category of the 
word egui. Then, looking at the names of the four 
companies (Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon), 
they are the four most prominent companies in the 
world, so the meaning of the word egui in this data 
shows meaning that is different from the actual 
meaning of the word egui, and shows an expansion 
of the meaning that can be interpreted into 
Indonesian as big, great or powerful. This follows 
Oba's (2020) theory, which states that the word egui 
has a meaning that is almost similar to the word rippa 
with a modifier (adverb) function. 

 
Data 3: 
深澤：勝者。15画、深澤辰哉 

阿部：うわ〜  

渡辺：えぐ！ 
 
Fukazawa: Shousha. 15 kaku, Fukazawa Tatsuya 
Abe: Uwa~ 
Watanabe: Egu! 
 
“Fukazawa: The winner is Fukazawa Tatsuya with 
15 strokes 
Abe: Wow~ 
Watanabe: Cool!” 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Mannaka ou 
ketteisen” Aidoru wa subete sentaa kara hajimaru at 
minute 06:11) 

 
Analysis: Fukazawa himself won the quiz with 15 
strokes. Watanabe (speaker) praised his friend. In 
this third data, Watanabe gave comments of praise 
and admiration for the results obtained by his friend 
so that it could be included in the positive meaning 
category of the word egui and could be interpreted in 
Indonesian as cool or amazed. Then, if it is related to 
the theory from Oba (2020), then the word egui in this 
data has a meaning almost similar to the word 
kakkoii or sudek with the function of a stand-alone 
word (interjection). 
 
Data 4: 
阿部：まず、ナ行のふっかが１番かな 

深澤：え？俺が１番なの？！ 

阿部：で次に俺なんだよ、ノーマーク。でハだ、

ハート、ピッチャー、メロン 

渡辺：えっ！？ 

阿部：ということで、舘様！ 

渡辺：どゆこと？  

目黒：一瞬自分かと思った？ 

渡辺：えぐっ 
 
Abe: Mazu, na gyou no Fukka ga ichiban ka na 
Fukazawa: E? Ore ga ichiban na no?! 
Abe: De tsugi ni ore nan da yo, noomaaku. De ha da, 
haato, picchaa, meron 
Watanabe: Ee?! 
Abe: To iu koto de, Date sama! 
Watanabe: Do yu koto? 
Meguro: Isshun jibun ka to omotta? 
Watanabe: Egu! 
 
“Abe: First, Fukka, whose Na is in first place 
Fukazawa: Eh? I'm in first place? 
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Abe: Then I answered no mark. Then go to the Ha 
sequence, namely heart, picture, and melon 
Watanabe: Eh?! 
Abe: Then (the winner) Date is the same! 
Meguro: You think yourself (the winner) huh? 
Watanabe: (I was) surprised!” 
(Youtube video entitled Snow Man “Mannaka ou 
ketteisen” Aidoru wa subete sentaa kara hajimaru, 
minute 07:32) 

 
Analysis: Abe orders words based on the order of 
Japanese letters. Watanabe (the speaker) reacts when 
the answer is mentioned last and is commented on 
by Meguro. In this fourth data, based on the speaker's 
situation or condition, the word egui can be 
interpreted in Indonesian as surprised, surprised or 
surprised because Watanabe (the speaker) thought he 
would win the quiz. In the meaning of the word egui, 
it is found in Oba (2020) that the meaning of the 
word egui can be seen from both sides, namely 
positive and negative, such as another situation, 
namely when you are surprised by the price of a very 
cheap souvenir and has a meaning that is almost 
similar to the word bikkuri with a predicate function. 
 
Data 5: 
阿部：我々は表現者です、アーティストです。

色々なことを表現していきますよね。その中で、

渡辺さんすごいなと思いました。例えば、ちょっ

と大変なことを「エグい」と言わずに、「エグエ

グ」って言ったり 
 
Abe: Ware ware wa hyougensha desu, aatisuto desu. Iro iro 
na koto wo hyougen shite ikimasu yo ne. Sono naka de, 
Watanabe san sugoi na to omoimashita. Tatoeba, chotto 
taihen na koto wo ‘egui’ to iwazuni, ‘egu egu’ tte ittari 
 
“Abe: We are people of expression, artists. We often 
express various things. One of them is that I think 
Watanabe is a great person. For example, when in 
trouble, he doesn't say 'egui (troublesome)' but says 
'egu egu'" 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Gion ou 
ketteisen” Wareware wa hyougensha desu! Egu 
egu!!, minute 00:33) 

 
Analysis: Abe (speaker) explains Watanabe's habit 
of changing a word into an onomatopoeia and gives 
an example of the word egui becoming egu egu. In 
this data, it has also been mentioned by the speaker 
that the situation or condition of the word egui is 
when you are in a state of difficulty, so the meaning 
of the word egui in this data has a meaning that is 

almost similar to the words taihen or komaru which, 
if translated into Indonesian, means troublesome, 
complicated or difficult. A state of confusion is 
included in the true meaning of the word egui, which 
tends toward negative with the predicate function. 
 
Data 6: 
阿部：ちょ待って 

ラウール：ん？ 

宮舘：エッグエッグありましたよ 

ラウール：違うよ。しょっぴーのよく言う「エグ

エグ」 
 
Abe: Cho matte 
Raul: N? 
Miyadate: Eggu eggu arimashita yo 
Raul: Chigau yo. Shoppi no yoku iu ‘egu egu’ 
 
“Abe: Wait a minute 
Raul: Hm? 
Miyadate: You mentioned eggs earlier 
Raul: It's not like that, I mentioned the word 'egu egu 
(troublesome)' which Shoppi often says" 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Gion ou 
ketteisen” Wareware wa hyougensha desu! Egu 
egu!!, minute 08:07) 

 
Analysis: Abe and Miyadate criticized the answer 
from Raul (speaker), who mentioned the word egg, 
which means egg, but Raul denied it because he 
mentioned a word that his friend (Shoppi) often said, 
namely the word egui which is used when in trouble 
and has a different meaning. It is almost similar to 
the words taihen or komaru, which becomes 
troublesome if translated into Indonesian. So, in this 
data, the word egui is also included in the actual 
meaning, which tends towards the negative as in the 
previous data (fifth data) because it is still in the same 
YouTube video with the predicate function. 
 
Data 7: 
ラウール：マジで？ 

宮館：イェーイ 

ラウール：エグイぞ 

佐久間：もう一本下からじゃん 

宮館：はい～ 

佐久間：もう一本置いた 

ラウール：攻めすぎって 
 
Raul: Maji de? 
Miyadate: Ieei 
Raul: Egui zo 
Sakuma: Mou ippon shita kara jyan 
Miyadate: Hai~ 
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Sakuma: Mou ippon oita 
Raul: Seme sugi tte 
 
“Raul: Are you serious? 
Miyadate: Yeay 
Raul: Great 
Sakuma: He took one from the bottom 
Miyadate: OK~ 
Sakuma: He already put one in 
Raul: You corner me too much” 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Gachinko ou 
ketteisen” Shibai ka gachi ka… Minna san ni wa 
wakaribesara?, minute 10:37) 
Analysis: In the seventh data, the speakers are 
playing a game of Jenga (a wooden block game to 
maintain balance). Miyadate took the bottom 
wooden block, and the bottom wooden block was 
quite hollow Raul (the speaker) was amazed and 
praised Miyadate's action by saying the word egui. So 
the meaning of the word egui in the seventh data, 
when viewed from the speaker's point of view and 
the circumstances, has a meaning that is almost 
similar to sugoi, which, if translated into Indonesian 
correctly, is excellent, extraordinary, or impressive 
and has a tendency towards a positive meaning with 
the function of the word which stands alone 
(interjection). 

 
Data 8: 
渡辺：これ分かった俺。そのサッカーボールじゃ

なくて、あの間違えてパソコンを蹴っ飛ばした。

うわぁ！ 

佐久間：すげー！ 

ラウール：2点、2点 

渡辺：これ2点？  

ラウール：うん 

渡辺：えぐえぐ 
 
Watanabe: Kore wakatta ore. Sono sakkaa booru jya 
nakute, ano machigaete pasokon wo kettobashita. Uwaa! 
Sakuma: Sugee! 
Raul: 2 ten, 2 ten 
Watanabe: Kore 2 ten? 
Raul: Un 
Watanabe: Egu egu 
 
“Watanabe: I know this. It wasn't a soccer ball, but 
it was wrong to kick the laptop. Uwaahh!!! 
Sakuma: Great! 
Raul: 2 points, 2 points 
Watanabe:It's 2 points? 
Raul: Yes 

Watanabe: (I'm) happy" 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Boodo 
geemu!?” Yappa Sakuma ssho…, minute 08:58) 

 
Analysis: The speakers are playing a card game 
requiring them to recall their created storyline. 
Watanabe (the speaker) guessed the storyline and 
was happy because his guess was correct. Watanabe 
(the speaker) says the word egu egu in this data. This 
word is a form of onomatopoeia and a play on words 
from egui. Then, if you look at the situation, the word 
egui in this data has a meaning that is almost the same 
as ureshii, namely happy. So, if it is included in the 
category of Oba's (2020) theory, it includes a positive 
meaning with the function of a word that stands 
alone (interjection). 
 
Data 9: 
深澤：いきまーす 

向井：はいはいはい  

佐久間：これいったわ  

ラウール：これはもうこのまま 

渡辺：これエグいわ 

 
Fukazawa: Ikimaasu 
Mukai: Hai hai hai 
Sakuma: Kore itta wa 
Raul: Kore wa mou kono mama 
Watanabe: Kore egui wa 
 
“Fukazawa: I'm starting~ 
Mukai: Ok ok ok 
Sakuma: This can be solved 
Raul: It should be kept like this 
Watanabe: This is great” 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “9 Nin 
Kyouryoku Charenji” Renzoku Seikou wo Mezase!, 
minute 10:28) 

 
Analysis: The speakers are playing catch with a 
badminton shuttlecock. Previously, Watanabe failed 
to hit the badminton shuttlecock and was required to 
repeat it. Then, Fukazawa practiced a way of hitting 
that his partner could catch. Seeing this, the other 
speakers (Mukai et al.) agreed with this method and 
Watanabe (the speaker) was amazed to see this and 
gave an impression by saying the word egui. If you 
look at the situation, the word egui in this data has a 
meaning almost similar to sugoi, namely great, 
amazing or extraordinary. So, if it is included in the 
category of Oba's theory (2020), it is included in the 
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positive meaning with the function of a word that 
stands alone (interjection). 
 
Data 10: 
深澤：お願いしまーす 

渡辺：すげぇな 

全員：えー！！ 

渡辺：えぐっ  

深澤：いったいった 

向井：エレガント！ 

 
Fukazawa: Onegaishimaasu 
Watanabe: Sugee na 
Zen’in: Ee!! 
Watanabe: Egu 
Fukazawa: Itta itta 
Mukai: Ereganto! 
 
“Fukazawa: Please begin~ 
Watanabe: That's great, yeah 
Everyone: Eh!! 
Watanabe: Amazing 
Fukazawa: It's here, it's here 
Mukai: Elegant” 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “9 Nin 
Kyouryoku Charenji” Renzoku Seikou wo Mezase!, 
minute 15:52) 

 
Analysis: The speakers were playing with paper 
airplane throwing and were amazed because the 
airplane flew far to its limit. Watanabe (speaker) was 
amazed to see this and gave an impression by saying 
the word egui. If you look at the situation, the word 
egui in this data has a meaning almost similar to sugoi, 
namely great, amazing or extraordinary. So, if it is 
included in the category of Oba's theory (2020), it is 
included in the positive meaning with the function of 
a word that stands alone (interjection). 
 
Data 10: 
深澤：これって子機じゃない？ 

向井：これが子機 

阿部：俺の説明では、この辺まで、アイツが母艦

なの  

目黒：世界記録並みに飛んでるけど。エグい飛ん

でるけど大丈夫？ 

ラウール：一応測っとく？ 

向井：あれ測ろ 

 
Fukazawa: Kore tte koki jya nai? 
Mukai: Kore ga koki 

Abe: Ore no setsumei dewa, kono hen made, aitsu ga bokan 
na no 
Meguro: Sekai kiroku nami ni tonderu kedo. Egui tonderu 
kedo daijoubu? 
Raul: Ichiou hakattoku? 
Mukai: Are hakaro 
 
“Fukazawa: This is the subplane section, right? 
Mukai: This is the subplane section 
Abe: My explanation is, up to this point, he brought 
the aircraft carrier 
Meguro: This exceeds the world record. He flew far 
away, is that okay? 
Raul: Do you want to try measuring it first? 
Mukai: Let's measure it" 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “9 Nin 
Kyouryoku Charenji” Renzoku Seikou wo Mezase!, 
minute 19:13) 

 
Analysis: The speakers were discussing Abe's 
breakaway paper plane, but it flew far beyond the 
winner of the paper plane toss at the time. Meguro 
(speaker) commented on this and gave an impression 
by saying the word egui. If you look at the situation, 
the word egui in this data has a meaning almost the 
same as tooi, namely far away but at a more than 
usual level. So, it is included in the category of Oba's 
(2020) theory. In that case, the word egui in this data 
can be included in positive and negative meanings 
with the function of modifier/adverb. 
 
Data 11: 
深澤：さすがドラマ班だなぁ  

目黒：芝居がすごいわ 

ラウール：さすがのドラマ班だ 

佐久間：いやこれで、これでペコは入るのことだ

よ 

向井：なるほどね  

目黒：演技力がエグい 

 
Fukazawa: Sasuga dorama han da naa 
Meguro: Shibai ga sugoi wa 
Raul: Sasuga no dorama han da 
Sakuma: Iya kore de, kore de Peko wa hairu no koto dayo 
Mukai: Naruhodo ne 
Meguro: Engiryoku ga egui 
 
“Fukazawa: What a great drama group 
Meguro: The acting is great 
Raul: What a great drama group 
Sakuma: If it's like this, I'll start to explore being Peko 
Mukai: Oh I see 
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Meguro: Her acting skills are great.” 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Ishu Raketto 
Takkyuu” Igai Naru Sainou no Kaika, minute 05:50) 

 
Analysis: The speakers are praising Sakuma's acting 
while playing table tennis. Meguro (speaker) also 
commented on this and gave an impression by saying 
the word egui. If you look at the situation, the word 
egui in this data has a meaning almost similar to sugoi, 
namely great, amazing, or extraordinary. So, if it is 
included in the category of Oba's theory (2020), it is 
included in the positive meaning with the function of 
a word that stands alone (interjection). 
 
Data 12: 
向井：わ！忘れてた！鍋のフタ！？ 

阿部：おー！ 

向井：いや、エグいって！ 

佐久間：あ、なんかいいね～ バラエティー感強

くなってる 

向井：でこぼこやん！ 

 
Mukai: Wa! Wasureta! Nabe no futa!? 
Abe: Oo! 
Mukai: Iya egui tte! 
Sakuma: A, nanka iine~ Baraetii kan tsuyoku natteru 
Mukai: Dekoboko yan! 
 
“Mukai: Wow! I forget!! Pot lid?! 
Abe: Oh! 
Mukai: This is troublesome! 
Sakuma: Ah, but that's good~ The sense of 
entertainment is getting stronger 
Mukai: The surface is uneven” 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Ishu Raketto 
Takkyuu” Igai Naru Sainou no Kaika, minute 10:16) 

 
Analysis: Mukai (the speaker) must replace his table 
tennis racket by drawing from a lottery, and he gets 
a pot lid. Mukai (the speaker) felt he would need help 
pronouncing the word egui. If you look at the 
situation, the word egui in this data means almost the 
same as taihen or komaru, namely tricky, 
troublesome, and troublesome. So, if it is included in 
the category of Oba's (2020) theory, it is included in 
the negative meaning with the function of a word 
that stands alone (interjection). 
 
Data 13: 
ラウール：体力はエグいね 

深澤：フロア行った 

ラウール：もう終わらせてあげたい 

 
Raul: Tairyoku wa egui ne 
Fukazawa: Furoa itta 
Raul: Mou owarasete agetai 
 
“Raul: His energy is running out 
Fukazawa: Until it fell on the floor 
Raul: I want to help solve it" 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Torikagoou 
Kettensen!!” Zen'in de Nengan Kikaku desu, minute 
09:24) 

 
Analysis: Raul (speaker) feels sorry for his friend, 
who looks tired and wants to help lighten his friend's 
burden, so Raul makes an impression by saying the 
word egui. If you look at the situation, the word egui 
in the sentence from this data means a lot of energy 
is used so that you are tired or run out of energy. So, 
if you put it into Oba's theory (2020) categories, it 
includes positive and negative meanings with a 
modifier function (adverb). 
 
Data 14: 

佐久間：ふっはっはっはっ...お前らがここを抜

けない限り、すぐにでも、明日にでも北海道に行

くことになるからな。北海道の皆さん、楽しみに

しててください 

阿部：こんなんなぁ、すぐ脱出してやるよ！ 

目黒：楽しそうでよかったよ 

阿部：ぜってぇ負けねぇ 

佐久間：ッハァッ！じゃあな！じゃ、行きましょ

う 

目黒：あぁ、下っ端感えぐいな 

阿部：蓮がボスなんだ 

 
Sakuma: Fuhahaha…. Omaera ga koko wo nukenai 
kagiri, sugu ni demo, ashita ni demo Hokkaido ni iku koto 
ni naru kara na. Hokkaido no minna san, tanoshimi ni 
shitete kudasai! 
Abe: Konnanna, sugu dashutsu shite yaru yo! 
Meguro: Tanoshisou de yokatta yo 
Abe: Zettee makenee 
Sakuma: Ha! Jya na! Jya, ikimashou 
Meguro: Aa, shitappakan egui na 
Abe: Ren ga bosu nanda 
 
“Sakuma: Wahahaha... As long as you can't escape, 
you will be sent to Hokkaido immediately or 
tomorrow. Everyone from Hokkaido, please wait! 
Abe: At this rate, we'll just run away! 
Meguro: I'm grateful that you guys look fun 
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Abe: I won't lose 
Sakuma: Huh! See you! Well then, let's go 
Meguro: Yes, the subordinate's aura is very 
noticeable, isn't it? 
Abe: Ren turns out to be the boss" 
(YouTube video entitled Snow Man “Guru Guru 
Dashutsuou” Toraware no Mi kara Nukedase!?, 
minute 04:03) 

 
Analysis: Sakuma is acting like a ruthless kidnapper, 
but it turns out his position is a subordinate. Meguro 
(the speaker) was amazed by Sakuma's acting skills 
and made an impression by saying the word egui. In 
this situation, the word egui has a meaning almost 
similar to the level form, namely totemo or hijouni, 
which has a very different meaning. So, if it is 
included in the category of Oba's theory (2020), the 
word egui can be included in positive and negative 
meanings with a modifier (adverb) function. 

From all the collected data above, it can be 
concluded that there is a true meaning of the word 
egui and an extension of the true meaning from Oba 
(2020). From the meaning of this expansion, it is 
included in wakamono kotoba. This research also 
proves Oba's theory, which states that the word egui 
has almost the same usage as the word yabai, but the 
word egui has a deeper meaning or more significant 
impact than the word yabai. 

Researchers also found positive and negative 
meanings of the word egui, as in the theory of Oba 
(2020). The positive meaning of the word egui is 
found in data 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, and 11, namely in the 
form of praise such as amazing, incredible, or 
extraordinary. This includes the function of a word 
that stands alone (interjection); seen from 
circumstances such as big, great, or powerful, this 
includes the function of a modifier (adverb); 
expressions of admiration such as cool or astonished 
include the function of words that stand alone 
(interjections); This happy expression includes the 
function of a word that stands alone (interjection). 
This follows research from Oba (2020), which states 
that the word egui has a positive meaning in 
situations such as expressing the state of a cute or 
cool idol figure or expressing delicious food. 

Then, data 5, 6, and 12 are the negative 
meaning of the word egui, namely when in a 
situation of difficulty such as troublesome, difficult, 
or in a state of chaos. This includes the predicate 
function; when you feel threatened, such as severe, 

threatened, dangerous, worrying or a difficult 
situation, this includes the function of a stand-alone 
word (interjection). In research from Oba (2020), the 
negative meaning of the word egui is a situation that 
is difficult to resolve and has a worse level than yabai, 
for example, in not knowingly responding to an 
email from a fraud or in the event of a big fire. 

Apart from that, in this research, the author 
also found the word egui, whose meaning can be 
seen from both sides, namely positive and negative, 
found in data 4, which can be interpreted in 
Indonesian as surprised, surprised, or surprised, this 
includes the function of the predicate. This is also 
found in Oba's (2020) research, where the meaning 
of the word egui can be seen as having positive and 
negative meanings, for example, when you are 
surprised to see the low price of goods, feeling 
disgusted when surrounded by a large crowd of 
people. Then, data 10, which can be interpreted into 
Indonesian to a much higher level, includes the 
modifier function (adverb). Then, data 13, which can 
be interpreted in Indonesian as running out or using 
too much, includes the modifier function (adverb). 
Finally, data 14 can be interpreted in Indonesian as 
a level like very, including the modifier function 
(adverb). 

CONCLUSION 

Based on research results from YouTube video 
data sources, we found the use of the word egui with 
its true and expanded meaning. The data most often 
found is the positive meaning of the word egui, 
namely in the form of praise such as amazing, great, 
or extraordinary; seen from circumstances such as 
big, great, or powerful; a manifestation of awe such 
as coolness or astonishment; like. Then there is also 
the negative meaning or actual meaning of the word 
egui, namely when you are in a difficult situation, 
such as being troublesome, in trouble or a state of 
confusion; when you feel threatened, such as an 
emergency, threatened, dangerous, worrying or 
difficult situation. Apart from that, there is the word 
egui, whose meaning can be seen from both sides, 
namely positive and negative, which can be 
interpreted in Indonesian as surprised, surprised, or 
surprised; adjective substitute; level word. 

There is a meaning that is opposite to the 
original meaning of the word egui but is used in the 
same situation, so the meaning of the word egui is 
used to express the opposite situation of the speaker. 
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Therefore, using the word egui in the future can 
express feelings that cannot be expressed in words. 

Then, as time goes by and the word egui is 
included in wakamono kotoba, its meaning will 
continue to expand, and in the field of research, it 
will continue because there still needs to be more 
research on the word egui. Apart from that, the data 
source in this research is only based on audio-visual 
media, which is YouTube in the form of spoken 
language. Therefore, we should compare egui words 
from written or spoken language for further research. 
We should also compare the meaning of yabai and 
egui as wakamono kotoba with egui in Indonesian as a 
slang expression. 
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